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Abstract— Contact and deformation modeling for interactive
environments has seen many applications, from surgical simulation and training, to virtual prototyping, to teleoperation, etc.,
where both visual feedback and haptic feedback are needed in
real-time (kHz). In this paper, we consider contacts between a
rigid body and an elastic object and address a little studied
problem: the modeling and rendering of compliant twisting or
rotation of the rigid body on the surface of the elastic object and
the associated effects in the deformation of the elastic object. We
present a unique strategy to model the contact torques applied
to the rigid body and the resulted shape deformation of the
elastic object. This strategy extends the general paradigm of
contact and deformable modeling introduced by the authors
earlier [1] so that not only contact forces but also contact
torques, not only compliant translations but also compliant
rotations of the rigid body, as well as the resulted deformations
of the elastic object can all be simulated in a combined update
rate of over 1kHz. The strategy is implemented, and the
experimental results confirm its effectiveness and efficiency.
Index Terms— twisting effect, deformable object, haptic rendering, contact torque, multiple contacts

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modeling deformable objects in contact has been studied
both for graphic rendering and for haptic rendering. Gibson
and Mirtich [2] provided a very detailed and complete survey
on deformable modeling used in graphic rendering. More
recent surveys on graphic and haptic rendering involving
deformable objects can be found in [3][4]. While graphic rendering only needs to make the modeled object deformation
looks realistic, haptic rendering requires that the deformed
object feels realistic as well. While the update rate in graphic
rendering needs to be around 20–30 Hz to look realistic,
the update rate in haptic rendering needs to reach 1kHz to
feel realistic. Therefore, haptic rendering has a much more
stringent requirement than graphic rendering to achieve high
rendering quality, which is essential for many applications
that simulate manipulations or interactions in real physical
world.
In order to achieve high haptic rendering rate, existing approaches often apply certain simplifications to the physicallybased deformable models used in graphic rendering, such
as mass-spring-damper models and continuum models, and
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focus on simple contact cases. Most of the approaches are
focused on single point contact [5][6][7][8][9], single-area
contact [10][11][12], and localized deformation [13]. Recently, the authors introduced a general approach [1][14] to
contact force and deformable modeling for complex contacts
between a rigid body and an elastic object that can involve
multiple contact regions and compliant translations of the
rigid body with friction. The approach detects multi-region
contacts, simulates contact forces, simulates and renders both
local and global deformations of the elastic object in a
combined update rate of over 1kHz.
When there are rotations between two contacting objects,
there are contact torques. If a held virtual object compliantly
twists or rotates on the surface of another virtual object,
the human operator should feel contact torques to the held
object from the other object via haptic rendering. There exists
research on rendering contact torques between rigid objects
for display with a six or higher degrees-of-freedom haptic
device[15] [16] [17] [18]. Once contact forces are modeled,
contact torques can be computed from the contact forces
and the contact points rather easily for rigid objects. Some
researchers modeled contact torques from contacts for haptic
rendering involving deformable objects [19][20]. However,
there is little research on modeling both contact torques
and the corresponding twisting effects on shape deformation
for real-time haptic rendering when a deformable object is
involved in contacts.
This paper addresses the problem of both contact torque
modeling and shape deformation modeling real-time for
complex contacts between a rigid body and an elastic object
involving twisting or compliant rotations. It presents an effective and efficient strategy suitable for haptic interaction and
substantially extends the framework introduced in [1][14]
that do not consider compliant rotations, contact torques, and
the corresponding twisting effects on shape deformation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we review the general approach for contact detection,
contact force modeling, and deformation modeling introduced in [1][14], where no contact torques and effects are
considered. In sections III, IV, and V, we present our strategy
for modeling contact torques and the shape deformation
due to compliant twisting or rotation for both single-region
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and multi-region contacts. We present some implementation
results in section VI and conclude the paper in section VII.
II. R EVIEW OF R ELATED W ORK
This section briefly reviews the approach for contact and
deformation modeling between a rigid body and an elastic
objects introduced earlier [1][14] since the strategy of this
paper extends that approach by modeling contact torques,
compliant rotation, and the corresponding effects on shape
deformation.
A. Basic Assumptions
Contacts are considered between a rigid object and an
elastic object in a virtual environment. A mesh model
representation is used for the geometry of the rigid object.
Mesh models are also used to represent the elastic object
in its original undeformed shape and in deformed shapes.
The elastic object considered is convex when undeformed,
and there is a parametric model of the originally undeformed
surface.
The rigid object is virtually held by a human user via a
haptic device. Here the force exerted to the held object from
the human user is assumed to apply to the mass center of
the held object. This assumption is useful for estimating the
distribution of contact pressure.
A single contact region is defined as a set of contact points
S such that the distance between a contact point in S and its
nearest neighboring contact point in S is less than a threshold
rth . A contact point outside S is considered belonging to
another contact region, and there can be multiple contact
regions in general.
The study only focuses on cases where each single contact
region is relatively small so that within the contact region, the
first partial derivatives of the originally undeformed surface
of the elastic object hardly change. A contact region may
consist of just a single contact point.
There can be multiple contact regions between the rigid
object and the elastic object at the same time, but multiple
contact regions are assumed to be formed one by one.
Only quasi-static contacts and compliant motion are considered. This means that motions considered are slow enough
such that deformation occurring at only stable equilibrium
configurations, where the elastic energy is minimized. This
provides an effective discretization of the otherwise continuous force and shape changes on the elastic object in contact.
B. Real-Time Contact Detection
While collision detection is concerned with whether or
not there is a collision, contact detection is also concerned
with where and how hard a collision happens. Contact
detection is not a fully solved problem when deformable
objects and multiple contacts are involved. Our strategy for
contact detection between a rigid body and a deformable
object is as follows: First, test for collision as if between
two rigid bodies. Once a contact happens, dynamically
update the surface model of the elastic object and use an
existing collision detection package SOLID [21] to detect

the penetration distance between two objects. However, since
SOLID can only track one contact at each time step, our
method dynamically divides the elastic object into multiple
parts and applies SOLID to detect contacts between the rigid
object and each part of the elastic object.
C. Contact Force and Shape Deformation Modeling
The approach reported in [1] can handle complex contact
states between a rigid body and an elastic object with
multiple contact regions and compliant translations with
friction.
A nonlinear model is used to simulate contact forces
exerted to the held rigid object from the elastic object under
point contact, and the model is extended to general non-point
contacts without or with compliant translations of the held
object under friction.
Both global deformation of the entire elastic object and
local deformation within neighborhoods of contact regions
are modeled. In order to handle the global shape change due
to deformation, a novel ‘beam-skeleton model’ with respect
to a contact region is introduced to compute the distribution
of stresses and strains of a deformed elastic object at certain
‘anchor points’ defined on the original, undeformed surface
of the object. Based on this model, fast computation of global
shape change is realized through an interpolation method that
achieves minimization of the elastic energy. Next the model
for shape deformation further takes into account nonlinear
effects within local neighborhoods of contact regions and
the effects of different areas of contact regions (under the
same force) on shape change.
Both contact force and shape deformation effects of multiple contact regions are modeled by building beam-skeletons
and computing shape deformation based on the temporal
order of contact regions (since contact regions are assumed
to be formed one by one).
III. C ONTACT T ORQUE M ODELING
When a held rigid object rotates while in contact with
an elastic object, and the rotation axis does not go through a
contact region, the contact torque T applied from this contact
region on the elastic object to the held rigid object can be
simply calculated as
T=r×F

(1)

where F is the contact force to the rigid object from
the contact region and r is the distance vector from the
(equivalent) contact point 1 to the rotation axis, which goes
through the mass center of the rigid object according to the
assumption (in section II.A).
When the rotation axis goes through a contact region, as
shown in Fig. 1, the friction from the elastic object provides
1 An equivalent point contact to a single region contact is defined such
that the contact force response to that point contact is the same as the
total contact force response of the single region contact. Using such an
equivalence of a point contact to the original single region contact simplifies
the graphical shape rendering of the deformed elastic object. Further details
can be found in [1] and [14].
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Fig. 1. Examples of single-region contact: (a) rotation axis (dashed straight
line) along d, the direction of deformation, (b) rotation axis is different from
d

qf
a torque T to the rigid object. This torque is in fact the torque
of the elastic object’s twisting shear stress.
To compute this torque T, we discretize the contact region
of the rigid object into n small regions s1 , ..., sn . Each si , i =
1, ..., n is centered at contact point pi on the rigid object and
has a constant area ∆s. We first compute the torsional force
Fti exerted on pi following the approach in [1][14], and then
compute the torque Ti from Fti , and finally sum up all Ti
to obtain T.
Let ri be the distance between pi and the rotation axis
of the held rigid object. Let ℓi be the projection of distance
from pi to the fixed point qf of the elastic object along the
rotation axis, and let qi be the contact point on the elastic
object corresponding to pi .
The friction from pi to qi may make qi stick to pi when pi
rotates. If pi rotates the angle ϕpi , then qi sticks to pi (i.e.,
rotates with pi ) if the twisting shear stress τti on qi satisfies
the following:
τti = ri GΦpi

(2)

where Φpi = ϕpi /ℓi . G is the shear modulus of elasticity,
which is related to the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s
ratio ν [22]:
E
G=
2(1 + ν)

Fig. 2.
object

Otherwise, there is a relative motion between qi and pi ,
and we have
Fti = ∆fD

rms =

∆fmax
GΦpi ∆s

(6)

when the rigid object does not translate.
Now consider that the rigid object translates. In this case,
there is a relative motion between any pair of pi and qi . Let
∆fD
rmd = GΦ
, then Fti applied to pi satisfies
p ∆s
i

Fti =



τti ∆s
∆fD

ri ≤ rmd
ri > rmd

(7)

Therefore, the contact torque Ti applied from qi to the
held rigid object is
Ti =



ri × τti ∆s
ri × ∆fD

ri ≤ rm
ri > rm

(8)

where rm = rms if there is no translation or rm = rmd
otherwise.
The total contact torque applied to the held rigid object
from a contact region where the rotation axis (of the held
object) goes through is the sum:
T=

Fti = τti ∆s

(5)

Note that from equation (2), the part of the contact region
on the elastic object that moves together with the rigid object
has the maximum radius rms as

(3)

Now we look at how qi exerts frictional torque Ti to pi
and how this torque is computed. Let ∆fmax = fmax /n be
the maximum static friction on each small contact region of
the rigid object (recall that we discretize the contact region
of the rigid object into n small regions). Let ∆fD = fD /n
denotes the kinetic friction on each small contact region of
the rigid object, where fD = µD Fn , µD is the dynamic
friction coefficient, and Fn is the normal component of the
contact force as obtained in the case of contact without
rotation [1][14].
First consider that the rigid object does not translate. qi
sticks to pi if ∆fmax ≥ τti ∆s, and the corresponding Fti
applied to pi satisfies

Side view of a twisting elastic object under a rotation of a rigid

(4)
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X
i=1

Ti

(9)

IV. T WISTING E FFECTS ON S HAPE D EFORMATION
When the rigid object rotates while contacting the elastic
object, the shape deformation of the elastic object due to
twisting needs to be considered. As shown in Fig. 2, assume
that the elastic object has one fixed point qf . If the rotation
axis does not go through the contact region, the twisting
effect on the shape deformation of the elastic object can
be rendered by computing how much a point on the elastic
object rotates as the rigid object rotates. Let wi be a point
on the elastic object, which can be either a contact point or
a non-contact point. Let the rotation angle of wi be ϕwi , the
distance from wi to the rotation axis be rwi , and ℓwi be the
projection of the distance from wi to qf along the rotation
axis. ϕwi can be computed in the following way:
ϕwi =

||T||ℓwi
rwi G

(10)

When the rotation axis goes through a contact region
that is formed between two objects, a contact point qi
on the elastic object may or may not move together with
the rotating rigid object, as discussed in section III. The
shape deformation due to torsional effect can be rendered
by computing whether and how much qi rotates as the
corresponding contact point pi on the rigid object rotates.
Let the angle of rotation of qi be ϕqi when pi rotates ϕpi ,
the distance from qi to the rotation axis be rqi , and ℓqi be
the distance from qi along the rotation axis to qf . ϕqi can
be computed in the following way.
If the rigid object only rotates, then
(
rqi ≤ rms
ϕpi
(11)
ϕqi =
∆fD ℓqi
rqi > rms
rq G∆s
i

Fig. 3 illustrates the rotation angle for two points qi and
qj , where rqi ≤ rms and rqj > rms .
If the rigid object translates on the surface of the elastic
object, then
( τ t ℓq
i
rqi ≤ rmd
rqi G
(12)
ϕqi =
∆fD ℓqi
rqi > rmd
rq G∆s
i

For any non-contact point ui on the elastic object, its
twisting shape deformation is due to the stress force and
can be computed as the following:

ϕui =

(

r ms ϕ ms
ru
rmd ϕimd
rui

pure
with

rotation
translation

(13)

where rui is the distance between ui and the rotation axis.
ϕms and ϕmd are rotation angles of any point with radius
rms and rmd , respectively.
V. D EALING WITH M ULTIPLE C ONTACT R EGIONS
When multiple contact regions are formed between a held
rigid object and an elastic object, we can obtain the contact
force and the corresponding beam-skeleton for each contact
region [1].

T
rqi qi rqj qj
ϕqi ϕqj
rms

Fig. 3. Top view of a contact region on the elastic object under a rotation
of the rigid object

If the held object rotates with the rotation axis not going
through any contact region, the total contact torque Tc is the
sum of the torques from all contact regions, each of which
can be calculated as in Eq. 1.
If the rotation axis goes through a contact region Cm ,
because of the twisting effects from other contact regions,
all contact points of Cm , qi , i = 1, ..., n, on the elastic object
now have relative motions with respect to the rigid object.
Therefore, friction at every qi becomes dynamic, and the
contact torque applied to the rigid object from Cm should
be recalculated as
Tcm =

n
X

(ri × ∆fD )

(14)

i=1

The total contact torque Tc is obtained by adding Tcm to
the sum of contact torques from every other contact region
(where the rotation axis does not go through).
To render the twisting shape deformation under multiple
contact regions, the rotation angle of any point on the elastic
object is computed as the sum of twisting angles of this point
due to the twisting effect of each individual contact region.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND T EST R ESULTS
We have implemented the above method and applied it
to real-time haptic rendering involving a virtual rigid body
and an elastic object via a PHANToM Premium 1.5/6DOF
device, which is connected to a personal computer with
dual Intel Xeon 2.4GHz Processors and 1GB system RAM.
The human operator can virtually hold the rigid object A
by attaching it to the haptic device and make arbitrary
contact to the elastic object B (with its bottom center fixed,
where a world coordinate system is set) by guarded motions
and perform compliant motions on the elastic object. The
haptic simulation is quite stable under quasi-static compliant
motions.
Note that in our approach, the time for the haptic force
and torque modeling and rendering is negligible compared
to the time needed for real-time contact detection. Realtime haptic rendering can be achieved with a reasonable
number of contact regions (≤ 10). Adding the strategy of
contact torque modeling and twisting deformation modeling
introduced in this paper to the general contact force and
deformation modeling approach introduced in [1][14], we
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TABLE I

can extend the flowchart of the general approach (for one
time step) as shown in Fig. 4.

PARAMETERS U SED IN E XPERIMENT

Trackrigidheldobjectpositionandorientationvia
hapticdevice

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

m(kg)

1.0

E(N/m2 )

3 · 106

µD

0.75

ρ(kg/m2 )

1100

ν

0.5

a

a

a

Contact?
a Parameters

N

of Rubber

Y
Detectdeformationdistance(s)

Computecontactforces
Buildbeam-skeletonsforcontactsandcompute
stresses/strainsatbeamends
Computedeformationdisplacementsatbeamends

Obtain
(1)global shapedeformationof the entireelastic
surface
(2) force effectsfromothercontactswhenthere are
multiplecontacts

Computecontact torque ifrotationexists
Add twisting deformationeffect ifrotationexists

Addlocaldeformationeffect

Renderhapticforceandgraphicshape

Fig. 5.

Example of twisting effects under torsional torques

Fig. 4. Overview of approach (one time step per loop) - the highlighted
boxes indicate the work described in this paper

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Table I lists the parameters used in our experiments.
Fig. 5 shows an experiment, where the rigid held ball
rotates, and the twisting effect on the shape deformation of
the elastic cube is rendered. A video clip of this experiment
is also attached to this paper. Note that the ball may appear
to penetrate into the elastic cube but this appearance is only
due to the large deformation of the elastic cube; there is
actually no penetration.
Fig. 6 shows another experiment of the twisting effects
on the shape of the elastic ellipsoid under different torsional torques as the held rigid mallet rotates clockwise and
counter-clockwise respectively.
Fig 7 shows an experiment of twisting deformation under
multiple contact regions, where the held rigid compass
contacts an elastic ellipsoid in two contact regions.
In all the experiments, our algorithm achieves a combined
update rate of over 1kHz for all the modeling and rendering
(depicted in Fig. 4).

We have introduced a unique strategy to model and render
in real-time the contact torque applied to a rigid body as it
rotates on the surface of an elastic object and the associated effects in the deformation of the elastic object. This
approach has been implemented to confirm its effectiveness
and efficiency.
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